Background Information

Informational interviewing is not the same as interviewing for a job by any means, but it is probably the most effective form of networking there is. Networking being the key to any successful job search strategy, you’ll want to develop the necessary skills for conducting meaningful informational interviews, and this guide can help you get started.

Why Should I Conduct An Informational Interview?

You may have any number of reasons for wanting to have an extended conversation with a network contact, however below are some good reasons to take advantage of the invaluable experience of informational interviewing:

- **Explore careers and clarify your career goal** - You obtain a great deal of information about your career field and the skills needed to do that job effectively. You gain a perspective of work that goes beyond the limitations of job titles, allowing you to see not only what skills are required for the job, but also how you might fit into that work setting.

- **Expand your professional network** - You have the opportunity to make personal contacts among management-level personnel, who are often influential decision makers when it comes to hiring new employees.

- **Build confidence for your job interviews** - You become aware of the needs of the employers and the realities of employment. First-hand and current information allows you to learn what happens on the job beyond the understanding provided through your course work or other outside research.

- **Identify your professional strengths and weaknesses** - Informational interviewing provides an opportunity to meet with potential employers before the more stressful (for both parties) job interview.

- **Gain visibility as a potential new hire in your field of interest** - It is an opportunity to learn where you might fit into a particular organization and you gain insight into the hidden job market (employment opportunities that are not advertised). This opportunity will expose you to a variety of jobs and personalities of companies making the search for your “niche” that much easier.

Who Should I Contact?

If networking at its heart is defined as “relationship building” then start with those you already have a relationship with! These can be family, friends, neighbors, classmates, current or former co-workers, etc. This is your “core network”, and can be a receptive group of individuals who would be willing to connect you with others in their network.

Alumni are a great resource for Foster students to connect with to set up informational interviews.

Professional Organizations are another method with which you could begin to identify potential candidates for informational interviewing. Professionals usually enjoy helping students out with career related information, especially if they really love what they do!
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Informational Interview or Job Search?

Never make the mistake of asking for a job during an informational interview! Informational interviewing is not the same as job seeking. Employers who grant you an informational interview are under the impression that you’re on a fact-finding mission. The moment they discover you are using this opportunity for an ulterior motive (i.e. to obtain a position) they will feel betrayed and you will lose your credibility. However, if during the course of your informational interview you uncover an employment opportunity, wait until the interview has concluded and then in the course of following up (Ideally the following day) you may express your appreciation for their time and insights, confirm your continued interest in the career, and also inquire as to the appropriate procedures for formally applying for the opportunity you discovered.

Occasionally during the course of an informational interview the employer may discover that you’re a good match for an opportunity, they very well may make you an offer for an internship or job. Simply by presenting yourself as researching an occupation and asking good questions you’ve found the good fortune of being in the position to consider an employment offer. If you’re truly interested and feel it’s the right opportunity for you, by all means you can pursue it.

Scheduling the Informational Interview

So you’ve done your research and have identified someone you think would be a good person to provide you the information you seek. The next step is to arrange a meeting with them. There are a couple of ways to make contact, regardless of which method you choose the key to being effective is to demonstrate appropriate etiquette.

Remember these Professionals are taking time out of their busy work lives by volunteering their time to assist you. Therefore, you should request about 20 –30 minutes of their time to conduct the informational interview. Try to be as flexible as possible in scheduling a time to meet. Also ensure that you provide them information as to the best method and times to reach you. Keep in mind that what works best for you may not always work well for them due to their prior commitments.

By Letter (or email): Below is a sample cover letter requesting an informational interview.

Date

Mr. John Doe
XYZ, inc.
123 Any Ave. NW, Suite 200 Any City, ST 012345

Dear Mr. Doe,

I am a rising senior at the University Of Washington Foster School Of Business pursuing a Bachelor Degree in Marketing. From my research in this area, I have learned that your advertising agency is a leader in marketing the biotech field.

At the moment I am exploring advertising career options in this field, primarily with an emphasis in biotechnology and healthcare. I would appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to briefly discuss your role and your area of specialty in advertising.

I will contact your office within the next week to arrange a mutually convenient time for this informational meeting. I may be reached on my cell phone at 404-727-6211. Thank you for your consideration of my request.

Sincerely,

William Dooley
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So you’ve done your research and have identified someone you think would be a good person to provide you the information you seek. The next step is to arrange a meeting with them. There are a couple of ways to make contact, regardless of which method you choose the key to being effective is to demonstrate appropriate etiquette.

Remember these Professionals are taking time out of their busy work lives by volunteering their time to assist you. Therefore, you should request about 20 –30 minutes of their time to conduct the informational interview. Try to be as flexible as possible in scheduling a time to meet. Also ensure that you provide them information as to the best method and times to reach you. Keep in mind that what works best for you may not always work well for them due to their prior commitments.

By Phone:

Below is a sample phone script.

“Hello, my name is William Dooley and I’m a senior at Foster Business School. I’m conducting research on careers in your field. I would like to meet and talk with you for about 30 minutes at your convenience to learn more about your field of expertise.”

You can develop your own script that makes you feel most comfortable, as long as you come across professionally and emphasize your are simply trying to obtain first hand information, and what ever information they are able to share with you will be appreciated.

Occasionally you’re going to run into a “gate keeper”, these are usually receptionists or other administrative personnel who hold the keys to reaching the person you are attempting to reach. Don’t see these individuals as obstacles, but rather as additional resources you can use to learn more about the organization. It’s important for you to clearly communicate with them so they have a full understanding of what you want. If they don’t have the information, they will more than often be happy to provide you a referral to the correct person who can best assist you.

You may run into someone who is going to prefer to talk with you in the moment over the phone, but your goal is to attempt to arrange a visit to his or her workplace. Face to face informational interviewing provides a great opportunity for you to learn about the work environment and help you to establish a stronger connection with the person you are interviewing.

Before The Informational Interview

Do Your Homework

As indicated earlier, doing your research is an absolute necessity to be truly effective in conducting a quality informational interview; you shouldn’t go into it blindly.

When you are informed about an organization, you’ll be able to ask more intelligent and relevant questions. You can also demonstrate your thoughtfulness and preparedness should the interviewee have questions for you. Like a job interview, interviewing is a two way street. You’ll have an agenda of what you want to learn, and the interviewee may also have their own agenda, like perhaps sizing you up for a position in their organization. Because you will have already done your basic research, you won’t ask questions that could have easily been answered by doing your homework.

Resources you may consider using to conduct your research prior to the interview include: Organization’s web site, Annual Reports, Company Literature or Library Reference Material. If you’re experiencing difficult in identifying these or other resources to use, come talk with a career counselor or work with one of the librarians at the Foster Business Library.
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Dress Appropriately

You can never make a second first impression, so make your first one count. Dress professionally as if you were going for a regular job interview. Your appearance speaks volumes about you as an individual (and perhaps as a future employee?). You will want to leave a positive impression and be memorable for all of the right reasons.

Be Prepared to Take Notes

In valuing the interviewee’s time, be direct and concise with your questions and answers. There will be times when you will want to take notes on important information you’ll want to remember (Names, Phone #’s, etc.), but you’re not going to need to write everything down. Ensure that you maintain good eye contact, show interest and are both positive and enthusiastic while engaged in dialogue during the interview.

Bring Your Resume

In fact, bring several copies with you. This will enable you to provide your contact more detailed information of your background. It’s quite possible they may ask for a copy to share with other colleagues or contacts that can further facilitate your career exploration. You may also ask the interviewee to critique the document for you toward the conclusion of the interview.

During the Interview

Once you have arrived introduce yourself to your interviewee and thank them for their willingness to meet with you. You may also choose to reemphasize that you are there to learn and gather information about their career field.

Your homework on the career field or the employer will have given you some good ideas of questions that you’d like to ask. Keep in mind that your time is limited, so you’ll want to prioritize your questions. Choose open-ended questions that will encourage dialog, as simple “yes” and “no” (i.e. closed questions) will not yield much information.

Below is a sample list of questions you may find useful to begin with, however depending upon what your attempting to learn you may come up with others on your own. Although you will have a prioritized list of questions you’ll want answers to, you may have spontaneous or clarifying questions pop into your stream of conscious, ask those as well as long as they are relevant to keeping the conversation focused on the persons job, career field, industry or employer.

Questions to Ask

- What is your job like?
  - A typical day?
  - What do you do? What are the duties/functions/responsibilities of your job?
  - What kinds of problems do you deal with?
  - What kinds of decisions do you make?
  - What percentage of your time is spent doing what?
  - How does the time use vary? Are there busy and slow times or is the work activity fairly constant?

- How did this type of work interest you and how did you get started?
- How did you get your job? What jobs and experiences have led you to your present position?
- Can you suggest some ways a student could obtain this necessary experience?
- What are the most important personal satisfactions and dissatisfactions connected with your occupation? What part of this job do you personally find most satisfying? Most challenging? What do you like and not like about working in this industry?
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During the Interview

Questions to Ask

- What things did you do before you entered this occupation?
  - Which have been most helpful?
  - What other jobs can you get with the same background?
- What are the various jobs in this field or organization?
- Why did you decide to work for this company?
- What do you like most about this company?
- Do you find your job exciting or boring? Why?
- How does your company differ from its competitors?
- Why do customers choose this company?
- Are you optimistic about the company’s future and your future with the company?
- What does the company do to contribute to its employees' professional development?
- How does the company make use of technology for internal communication and outside marketing? (Use of e-mail, Internet, intranets, World Wide Web page, video conferencing, etc.)
- What sorts of changes are occurring in your occupation?
- How does a person progress in your field? What is a typical career path in this field or organization?
  - What is the best way to enter this occupation?
  - What are the advancement opportunities?
  - What are the major qualifications for success in this occupation?
- What were the keys to your career advancement? How did you get where you are and what are your long-range goals?
- What are the skills that are most important for a position in this field?
- What particular skills or talents are most essential to be effective in your job? How did you learn these skills? Did you enter this position through a formal training program? How can I evaluate whether or not I have the necessary skills for a position such as yours?
- How would you describe the working atmosphere and the people with whom you work?
- Is there a basic philosophy of the company or organization and, if so, what is it? (Is it a people, service or product oriented business?)
- What can you tell me about the corporate culture?
- What is the average length of time for an employee to stay in the job you hold? Are there incentives or disincentives for staying in the same job?
- Do you have any special world of warning or encouragement as a result of your experience?
- These are my strongest assets (skills, areas of knowledge, personality traits and values): __________. Where would they be helpful in this organization? Where might they fit in other fields? Where might they be helpful in other organizations?
- How would you assess the experience I’ve had so far in terms of entering this field?
- [If you feel comfortable and it seems appropriate:] Would you mind taking a look at my resume?

Sharing

Informational interviewing is like a balancing act, you’re there to gather information to assist you in your career development, but you don’t want the experience to become an interrogation of your interviewee. During the course of your conversation you’ll have moments to share things from your research and background, which you can just as long as you don’t find yourself dominating the conversation by talking about yourself, or what you know. Remember you’re there to learn!
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Listening

If listening is one side of the conversation, then listening is the other half. Being a good listener is a valued skill and one in which you will need to develop to really “hear” what’s being said. You must listen to the information to fully understand it. Be receptive and show that the information that is being provided is important to you.

Relationship Building

At the conclusion of your interview ask the interviewee for their business card, after all you’ve just spent close to half an hour getting to know them, asking for their advice and sharing a bit about yourself. You’ll want to maintain this relationship and nurture it by staying in contact with them. Keeping them updated with progress on your research and career development is customary and central to building your contact network. Generally people who are willing to invest their time in you will have an interest in what your future holds and it makes them feel good to know they had a small part in your overall development. Other advantages of maintaining a professional networking relationship with those you have had informational interviews with is for generation of referrals to other networking contacts, employment leads, and for future consideration as a mentor.

Referrals

Professionals usually know others in their field or industry. One of the final questions you should ask is, “Whom else would you recommend that I speak with?” When asking for these referrals, be sure to gain permission to use the Interviewee name when making contact with these new leads. This is the art of successful networking!

After the Interview

Reflect On What You Have Learned

In evaluating the interview and making the best use of the acquired information, ask yourself the following questions:

- What did I learn from this interview (both positive and negative impressions)?
- How does what I learned fit with my own interests, abilities, goals, values, etc.?
- What do I still need to know?
- What plan of action can I make?

Maintaining a record of all the individuals you have interviewed and the main things you learned from the experiences is an effective way to organize, evaluate and analyze your occupational exploration. This process can enhance your ability to identify your dream job(s), assist in facilitating your job search, and build your network of contacts.
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Follow Up

Within 24 to 48 hours after the conclusion of the informational interview, professional etiquette is to send a thank you letter or note. This little gesture will go a long way to maintain a positive networking relationship. Demonstrate to your new network contact that you genuinely appreciated their time and that they were helpful in assisting you.

If you can, provide them something specific which made a difference for you. Ask the person to keep you in mind should they come across anything that may help further your career journey. Be sure to include your address and a phone number under your signature.

The thank you note can be either a formal letter or a handwritten note, depending upon your comfort level. Which ever you choose be sure that it’s sincere, legible and on appropriate stationary or resume quality paper. Emailing is acceptable, but doesn’t reflect that same level of appreciation, as does a handwritten note or typed letter.

Some Final Tips

- If you ask for 20-30 minutes of a person’s time, stick to the limit.
- Take all information given with a grain of salt. Don’t settle for just one or two interviews about a given area of work; a broad information base is essential.
- Avoid impressions about an area of work based solely on whether the person interviewed was likeable or the surroundings attractive.
- When in an interview, ask what you want to know but really let the person talk because you might discover and acquire information about unanticipated areas of employment.
- Note your reactions on an objective level, but don’t ignore personal feelings; what you naturally gravitate toward or away from is very important.
- Find out if the interviewee has any insight on the qualifications necessary for a position such as the one you are discussing.
- Talking with people doesn’t have to be a formal process or one you practice only when job hunting. Chat with people casually -- on a plane or bus, while waiting in lines, at social gatherings, etc. Since most people enjoy talking about their work, curiosity can open many doors.